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“Most of us hold multiple positions within multiple histories. For too many of us, there is a 
persecutory ghost that shapeshifts through the generations”.  
(Grand and Salberg, 2017, p. 4) 
 
ECArTE, 2021 invites us to listen and respond to ‘the spirit of the history of Vilnius, a city of 
artistic depth, heritage and complexity… which has also suffered a heavy toll in the 
Holocaust and Soviet regime.’ Aware of the internal and external dance between oppressor 
and oppressed, of how panels can be perceived as ‘experts’, we aim to co-create a ‘panel-
shop’ - a space in which the equal rights of participants and presenters are acknowledged 
and expressed.   
Each of us offers a short ‘provocation’ in the form of autobiographical performances to share 
individual and collective memories, embodying the stories of oppressor and oppressed, 
denier and activist, colluding witness and silenced minority. The explorations may include 
intergenerational trauma, body memory, shades of rage, queerness, toxic touch, body 
colonisation by whiteness, ancestry and cultural narratives of healing.   
How are different bodies marked?  How do we take up space in the world differently? How 
are the memories of intergenerational oppression and trauma stored in our bodies as 
wordless stories about what is safe and what is dangerous? 
The panel offers you the opportunity to play with power through movements of aligning or 
distancing from each performance.  Together we create a collective, embodied, moving 
sculpture, exploring landscapes where the political is played out in the personal and vice 
versa. 
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